Students in online courses generate large amounts of data that can be used to personalize the learning process and improve quality of education. In this paper, we present the Latent Skill Embedding (LSE), a probabilistic model of students and educational content that can be used to recommend personalized sequences of lessons with the goal of helping students prepare for specific assessments. Akin to collaborative filtering for recommender systems, the algorithm does not require students or content to be described by features, but it learns a representation using access traces. We formulate this problem as a regularized maximum-likelihood embedding of students, lessons, and assessments from historical student-content interactions. An empirical evaluation on large-scale data from Knewton, an adaptive learning technology company, shows that this approach predicts assessment results competitively with benchmark models and is able to discriminate between lesson sequences that lead to mastery and failure.
INTRODUCTION
The popularity of online education platforms has soared in recent years. Companies like Coursera and EdX offer Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) that attract millions of students and high-calibre instructors. Khan Academy has become a hugely popular repository of videos and interactive materials on a wide range of subjects. E-learning products offered by universities and textbook publishers are also gaining traction. These platforms improve access to high quality educational content for anyone connected to the Internet. As a result, people who would otherwise lack the opportunity are able to consume materials like video lectures and problem sets from courses offered at top universities. However, in these online environments learners often lack the personalized instruction and coaching that can potentially lead to significant improvements in educational outcomes. Furthermore, the educational content may be contributed by many authors without a formal underlying structure. Intelligent systems that learn about the educational properties of the content, guide learners through custom lesson plans, and quickly adapt through feedback could help learners take advantage of large and heterogeneous collections of educational content to achieve their goals.
The extensive literature on intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) and computer-assisted instruction (CAI) dates back to the 1960s. Early efforts focused on approximating the behavior of a human tutor through rule-based systems that taught students South American geography [3] , electronics troubleshooting [13] , and programming in Lisp [5] . Today's online education platforms differ from early ITSes in their ability to gather data at scale, which facilitates the use of machine learning techniques to improve the educational experience. Relatively little academic work has been done to design systems that use the massive amounts of data generated by students in online courses to provide personalized learning tools. Learning and content analytics [12] , instructional scaffolding in educational games [16] , hint generation [20] , and feedback propagation [19] are a few topics currently being explored in the personalized learning space.
Our aim is to build a domain-agnostic framework for modeling students and content that can be used in many online learning products for personalized lesson sequence recommendation. A common data source available in products is a stream of interaction data, or access traces that log student interactions with modules of course content. These access traces have the form Student A completed Lesson B and Student C passed assessment D. Lessons are content modules that introduce or reinforce concepts; for example, an animation of cellular respiration or a paragraph of text on Newton's first law of motion. Assessments are content modules with pass-fail results that test student skills; for example, a true-or-false question halfway through a video lecture. By relying on a coarse-grained, binary assessment result, we are able to gracefully handle many types of assessments (e.g., free response and multiple choice) as long as a student response can be labelled as correct or incorrect.
We use access traces to embed students, lessons, and assessments together in a joint semantic space, yielding a representation that can be used to reason about the relationship between students and content (e.g., the likelihood of passing an assessment, or the skill gains achieved by completing a lesson). The model is evaluated on simple synthetic scenarios, as well as large-scale real data from Knewton, an education technology company that offers personalized recommendations and activity analytics for online courses [10] . The data set consists of 2.18 million access traces from over 7,000 students, recorded in 1,939 classrooms over a combined period of 5 months.
RELATED WORK
Our work builds on the existing literature in psychometric user modeling. The Rasch model estimates the probability of a student passing an assessment using latent concept proficiency and assessment difficulty parameters [23] . The twoparameter logistic item response theory (2PL IRT) model adds an assessment discriminability parameter to the result likelihood [14] . Both models assume that a map from assessments to a small number of underlying concepts is known a priori. We propose a data-driven method of learning content representation that does not require a priori knowledge of content-to-concept mapping. Though this approach sacrifices the interpretability of expert ratings, it has two advantages: 1) it does not require labor-intensive expert annotation of content and 2) it can evolve the representation over time as existing content is modified or new content is introduced.
Lan et al. propose a sparse factor analysis (SPARFA) approach to modeling graded learner responses that uses assessment-concept associations, concept proficiencies, and assessment difficulty [12] . The algorithm does not rely on an expert concept map, but instead learns assessment-concept associations from the data. Multi-dimensional item response theory [24] also learns these assocations from the data. We extend the ideas behind SPARFA and multi-dimensional item response theory to include a model of student learning from lesson modules, which is a key prerequisite for recommending personalized lesson sequences.
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) uses a Hidden Markov Model to model the evolution of student knowledge (which is discretized into a finite number of states) over time [5] . Further work has modified the BKT framework to include the effects of lessons through an input-output Hidden Markov Model [8, 18, 17] . Similarly, SPARFA has been extended to model time-varying student knowledge and the effects of lesson modules [11] . Item response theory has also been extended to capture temporal changes in student knowledge [6, 27] . Recurrent neural networks have been used to trace student knowledge over time and model lesson effects [21] . Similar ideas for estimating temporal student knowledge from binary-valued responses have appeared in the cognitive modeling literature [22, 26] . We extend this work in a multi-dimensional setting where student knowledge lies in a continuous state space and lesson prerequisites modulate knowledge gains from lesson modules.
Our model also builds on previous work that uses temporal embeddings to predict music playlists [15] . While Moore et al. focused on embedding objects (songs) in a metric space, we propose a non-metric embedding where the distances between objects (students, assessments, and lessons) are not symmetric, capturing the natural progression in difficulty of assessments and the positive growth of student knowledge.
EMBEDDING MODEL
We now describe the Latent Skill Embedding, a probabilistic model that places students, lessons, and assessments in a joint semantic space that we call the latent skill space. Students have trajectories through the latent skill space, while assessments and lessons are placed at fixed locations. Formally, a student is represented as a set of d latent skill levels s ∈ R Students interact with lessons and assessments in the following way. First, a student can be tested on an assessment module with a pass-fail result R ∈ {0, 1}, where the likelihood of passing is high when a student has skill levels that exceed the assessment requirements and vice-versa. Second, a student can work on lesson modules to improve skill levels over time. To fully realize the skill gains associated with completing a lesson module, a student must satisfy prerequisites (only partly fulfilling the prerequisites will result in relatively smaller gains, see Equation 3 for details). Time is discretized such that at every timestep t ∈ N, a student completes a lesson and may complete zero or many assessments. The evolution of student knowledge can be formalized as the graphical model in Figure 1 , and the following subsections elaborate on the details of this model.
Modeling Assessment Results
For student s, assessment a, and result R,
where φ is the logistic function and ∆( s, a) = Geometric intuition underlying the parametrization of the assessment result likelihood (Equation 1). Only the length of the projection of the student's skills s onto the assessment vector a affects the pass likelihood of that assessment, meaning only the "relevant" skills (with respect to the assessment) should determine the result.
|| a|| + γs + γa. s and a are constrained to be non-negative (for details see the Parameter Estimation section). A pass result is indicated by R = 1, and a fail by R = 0. The term s· a || a|| can be rewritten as || s||cos(θ), where θ is the angle between s and a; it can be interpreted as "relevant skill". The term || a|| can be interpreted as general (i.e. not conceptspecific) assessment difficulty. The expression s· a || a|| − || a|| is visualized in Figure 2 . The bias term γs is a student-specific term that captures a student's general (assessment-invariant and time-invariant) ability to pass; it can be interpreted as a measure of how well the student guesses correct answers. The bias term γa is a module-specific term that captures an assessment's general (student-invariant and time-invariant) difficulty. γa differs from the || a|| difficulty term in that it is not bounded; see the Parameter Estimation section for details. These bias terms are analogous to the bias terms used for modeling song popularity in [4] . Our choice of ∆ differs from traditional multi-dimensional item response theory, which uses ∆( s, a) = s · a + γa where s and a are not bounded (although in practice, suitable priors are imposed on these parameters).
Modeling Student Learning from Lessons
For student s who worked on a lesson with skill gains and no prerequisites at time t + 1, the updated student state is
where the covariance matrix Σ = I d σ 2 is diagonal. For a lesson with prerequisites q, Figure 3 : The vector field of skill gains for a lesson with skill gains = (0.5, 1) and prerequisites q = (0.7, 0.3). Contours are drawn for varying update magnitudes. A student can compensate for lack of prerequisites in one skill through excess strength in another skill, but the extent to which this trade-off is possible depends on the relative weights of the prerequisites.
where φ is the logistic function and ∆( st, q) =
− || q||. The intuition behind this equation is that the skill gain from a lesson should be weighted according to how well a student satisfies the lesson prerequisites. A student can compensate for lack of prerequisites in one skill through excess strength in another skill, but the extent to which this trade-off is possible depends on the relative weights of the prerequisites. The same principle applies to satisfying assessment skill requirements. With prerequisites, the vector field of skill gains is non-uniform (without prerequisites, it is uniform); for example, see Figure 3 .
Our model differs from [11] in that we explicitly model the effects of prerequisite knowledge on gains from lessons. Lan et al. model gains from a lesson as an affine transformation of the student's knowledge state.
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
We compute MAP estimates of model parameters Θ by maximizing the following objective function:
where A is the set of assessment interactions, L is the set of lesson interactions, λ(Θ) is a regularization term that penalizes the L2 norms of embedding parameters (not bias terms), and β is a regularization parameter. Non-negativity constraints on embedding parameters (not bias terms) are enforced.
L2 regularization is used to penalize the size of embedding parameters to prevent overfitting. The bias terms are + γs to be negative for students who fail especially often. We solve the optimization problem with box constraints using the L-BFGS-B [29] algorithm. We randomly initialize parameters and run the iterative optimization until the relative difference between consecutive objective function evaluations is less than 10 −3 . Averaging validation accuracy over multiple runs during cross-validation reduces sensitivity to the random initializations (since the objective function is non-convex).
EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA
To verify the correctness of our model and to illustrate the properties of the embedding geometry that the model captures, we conducted a series of experiments on small, synthetically-generated interaction histories. Each scenario is intended to demonstrate a different feature of the model (e.g., recovering student knowledge and assessment requirements in the absence of lessons, or recovering sensible skill gain vectors for different lessons). For the sake of simplicity, the embeddings do not use bias terms. The scenarios shown next are annotated versions of plots made by our embedding software. Figure 4 demonstrates an extremely simple embedding. The key observation here is that the model recovered positive skill gains for lesson L1, and "correctly" arranged Alice and assessment A1 in the latent space. Initially, Alice fails A1, so her skill level is behind the requirements of A1. After completing L1, Alice passes A1, indicating that her skill level has probably improved past the requirements of A1. Note that this scenario could have been explained with only one latent skill. Figure 5 depicts a two-dimensional embedding, where an intransitivity in assessment results requires more than one latent skill to explain. The key observation here is that the assessments are embedded on two different axes, meaning they require two completely independent skills. This makes sense, since student results on A1 are uncorrelated with results on A2. Fogell fails both assessments, so his skill levels are behind the requirements for A1 and A2. McLovin passes both assessments, so his skill levels are beyond the requirements for A1 and A2. Evan and Seth are each able to pass one assessment but not the other. Since the assessments have independent requirements, this implies that Evan and Seth have independent skill sets (i.e. Evan has enough of skill 2 to pass A2 but not enough of skill 1 to pass A1, and Seth has enough of skill 1 to pass A1 but not enough of skill 2 to pass A2).
In Figure 6 , we replicate the setting in Figure 5 , then add two new students Slater and Michaels, and two new lesson modules L1 and L2. Slater is initially identical to Evan, while Michaels is initially identical to Seth. Slater reads lesson L1, then passes assessments A1 and A2. Michaels reads lesson L2, then passes assessments A1 and A2. The key observation here is that the skill gain vectors recovered for the two lesson modules are orthogonal, meaning they help students satisfy completely independent skill requirements. This makes sense, since initially Slater was lacking in Skill 1 while Michaels was lacking in Skill 2, but after completing their lessons they passed their assessments, showing that they gained from their respective lessons what they were lacking initially.
In Figure 7 , we replicate the setting in Figure 5 , then add a new assessment module A3 and a new lesson module L1. All students initially fail assessment A3, then read lesson L1, after which McLovin passes A3 while everyone else still fails A3. The key observation here is that McLovin is the only student who initially satisfies the prerequisites for L1, so he is the only student who realizes significant gains from taking L1.
EXPERIMENTS ON ONLINE COURSE DATA
We use data processed by Knewton, an adaptive learning A two-dimensional embedding with lessons, without prerequisites technology company. Knewton's infrastructure uses studentcontent access traces to generate personalized recommendations and activity analytics for partner organizations with online learning products. The data describes interactions between college students and two science textbooks. The Book A data set was collected from 869 classrooms from January 1, 2014 through June 1, 2014. It contains 834,811 interactions, 3,471 students, 3,374 lessons, 3,480 assessments, and an average assessment pass rate of 0.712. The paths that students take are biased by direction from instructors, a recommender system, and the sequence of chapters in the textbook. The Book B data set was collected from 1,070 classrooms from January 1, 2014 through June 1, 2014. It contains 1,349,541 interactions, 3,563 students, 3,843 lessons, 3,807 assessments, and an average assessment pass rate of 0.693.
Both data sets are filtered to eliminate students with fewer than five lesson interactions and content modules with fewer than five student interactions. To avoid spam interactions and focus on the outcomes of initial student attempts, we only consider the first interaction between a student and an assessment (subsequent interactions between student and assessment are ignored).
Assessment Result Prediction
We evaluate the embedding model on the task of predicting results of held-out assessment interactions, and compare it to three benchmark models: the one-and two-parameter logistic item response theory models, and a two-dimensional item response theory model. The 1PL IRT model, also known as the Rasch model, has the following assessment pass likelihood: P[R = 1] = φ(θi − βj) for student i and item j, where θ is student proficiency and β is item difficulty, and φ is the logistic link function [23] . The 2PL model extends the likelihood as follows: P[R = 1] = φ(αj(θi − βj)), where α is the item discriminability [14] . The 2D MIRT model, which is a multi-dimensional generalization of 2PL, has the following pass likelihood: P[R = 1] = φ( ui · vj + µj), where u Validation Performance on Book A beta=0.000100 beta=0.001000 beta=0.010000 beta=0.100000 beta=1.000000 Figure 8 : We explore the parameter space of the two-dimensional embedding with prerequisites and bias terms by doing a grid search on (σ 2 , β).
are the student factors, v are the item factors, and µ is the item offset [24] . Note that we have not explicitly included Bayesian Knowledge Tracing as a benchmark model since it requires content modules to be annotated with concept tags, while the Latent Skill Embedding does not. We use ten-fold cross-validation to select the regularization parameter β and learning update variance σ 2 for the embedding model (see Figure 8 for the exploration on Book A), as well as regularization parameters for the benchmark IRT models. On each fold, we train on the full histories of 90% of students and the truncated histories of 10% of students, and validate on the assessment interactions immediately following the truncated histories. Truncations are made just before the last assessment interactions for each student (maximizing the size of the training set). We have also examined the effect of randomizing the truncation in student histories, and find no substantial changes to our results.
After selecting model hyperparameters using cross-validation, we evaluate the models on a held-out test set of students (20% of the students in the complete data set) that was not Our performance metric is area under the ROC curve (AUC), which measures the discriminative ability of a binary classifier that assigns probabilities to class membership.
Lesion Analysis.
To gain insight into which components of the embedding model contribute most to its predictive power, we conduct a lesion analysis. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to using a two-dimensional embedding (later, we describe the effect of varying the embedding dimension d). We start with an embedding model that ignores lesson interactions and does not use bias terms. We then gradually add components to the embedding model to examine their effects on prediction AUC. Specifically, we evaluate embeddings with and without lesson parameters , prerequisite parameters q for lessons, and bias terms γ. Each variant of the model corresponds to a row in Table 1 .
From these results, we observe the following: including bias terms in the assessment result likelihood (Equation 1) gives a large and statistically significant performance gain (p < 0.0003 for the standard t-test comparing validation AUCs of row 5 vs. 6 on Book A); an embedding with lesson prerequisites and bias terms performs comparably to the best benchmark IRT model.
Effect of Data Heterogeneity.
One issue that may have affected the findings is the biased nature of student paths, which has been discussed by [8] . In the data, we observe that student paths are heavily directed along common routes through modules. We conjecture that this bias dulls the effect of modeling lesson prerequisites in the embedding, and causes the inclusion of bias terms to give a large performance boost. Most students attack a module with the same background knowledge, so an embedding that captures the variation in students who work on the same module is not as valuable.
In a regime where students who work on a module come from a variety of skill backgrounds, our model that includes lesson prerequisites may further improve results. Preliminary evidence for this is presented in Figure 9 , where we re-create our analysis of the two Knewton data sets on several public data sets of student interactions and a private The gain from including lesson prerequisites in the embedding seems to depend on the entropy of student paths in the data set.
data set from an online language learning game [28, 7, 1, 9] . After conducting a lesion analysis for each data set, we compute the relative difference between the validation AUC for a two-dimensional embedding with lesson prerequisites and the validation AUC for a two-dimensional embedding without lesson prerequisites. We also measure the "entropy" of student paths by assuming that student paths can be modeled as Markov chains and computing the entropy of the transition probability matrix for each data set. A relationship exists between student path entropy and the relative AUC gain from using lesson prerequisites, providing some evidence to support the hypothesis that modeling lesson prerequisites is more beneficial in a setting with larger variation in student paths.
Effect of Embedding Dimension.
In other experiments, we explored the parameter space of the embedding model by varying the regularization constant β and embedding dimension d. Not explicitly shown are the results for changing d. In summary, we find that increasing embedding dimension d substantially improved performance for embedding models without bias terms, but that it has Sensitivity to depth of student history Figure 10 : Sensitivity of validation AUC to the "depth" of a student's history (from t = T − depth to t = T ). A student's recent history is most helpful for predicting assessment results, which we observe in the plateauing of the curve as we gradually include interactions from the students far past.
little effect on performance for embeddings with bias terms. The former is expected, since the embedding itself must be used to model general student passing ability and general assessment difficulty.
Sensitivity Analysis.
We perform several sensitivity analyses on Book A and observe the following: prediction AUC is most affected by a student's recent history (see Figure 10) ; the number of full student histories in the training set has a strong effect on prediction AUC, via the quality of module embeddings (see Figure 11) ; prediction AUC decays when assessment results in the training set are noisy (see Figure 13) ; the length of a student's history is weakly related to prediction AUC (see Figure 12 ). These findings lead to two key qualitative insights regarding model performance: (1) for a course offered regularly (e.g., over several semesters), the model will improve steadily as log data is collected from students who complete the course, and (2) the model performs best when assessments are crafted to test specific skills and minimize noise in outcomes.
Lesson Sequence Discrimination
The ability to predict future performance of students on assessments, while a useful metric for evaluating the learned embedding, does not address the more important task of adaptive tutoring via customized lesson sequence recommendation. We introduce a surrogate task for evaluating the sequence recommendation performance of the model based entirely on the observational data of student interactions, by assessing the model's ability to recommend "productive" paths amongst several alternatives.
Bubbles as Experimental Evidence.
The size of the data set creates a unique opportunity to leverage the variability in learning paths to simulate the setting of a controlled experiment. For this evaluation, we use Sensitivity to number of full student histories Figure 11 : Sensitivity of validation AUC to the number of full student histories in the training set. The number of full histories affects the quality of module embeddings, and thus has a strong effect on performance.
a larger version of the Book A data set, containing 14,707 students and 14,327 content modules. We find that the data contains many instances of student paths that share the same lesson module at the beginning and the same assessment module at the end, but contain different lessons along the way. We call these instances bubbles, for example see Figure 14 , which present themselves as a sort of experimental evidence on the relative merits of two different learning progressions. We can thus use these bubbles to evaluate the ability of an embedding to recommend a learning sequence that leads to success, as measured by the relative performance of students who take the recommended vs. the not-recommended path to the assessment module at the end of the bubble. We use the full histories of 70% of students to embed lesson and assessment modules, then train on the histories of held-out students up to the beginning of a bubble. The lesson sequence for a student is then simulated over the initial student embedding, using the learning update (Equation 3) to compute an expected student embedding at the end of the bubble (which can be used to predict the passing likelihood for the final assessment using Equation 1). The path that leads the student to a higher pass likelihood on the final assessment is the "recommended" path. Our performance measure is E
, where R ∈ {0, 1} is the outcome at the end of the recommended path and R ∈ {0, 1} is the outcome at the end of the other path (0 is failing and 1 is passing). This measure can be interpreted as "expected gain" (averaged over many bubbles) from taking recommended paths, or how "successful" the paths recommended by the model are when compared to the alternative.
Propensity Score Matching.
This observational study is potentially confounded by many hidden variables. For example, it may be that one group of students systematically takes recommended paths while another group of students does not, leading to results at the end of a bubble that are mostly dictated by the teachers di- Area under ROC Curve Sensitivity to length of student history Figure 12 : Sensitivity of validation AUC to the length of a student history (from t = 0 to t = T ).
There is a very weak and noisy relationship between history length and performance.
recting the groups, or other student-specific hidden factors, rather than path quality. To best approximate the settings of a randomized controlled trial in our observational study, we use the standard propensity score matching approach for de-biasing observational data [25, 2] . The key idea behind propensity score matching is to subset the observed data in a way that balances the distribution of the features ("hidden variables") describing subjects in the two conditions, as it would be expected in a randomized experiment. The validity of any conclusion drawn from the observational data de-biased in this way hinges on the assumption that all confounding variables that determine self-selection have been accounted for in the features prior to matching. In this study, we hypothesize that the set of all lesson modules and assessment modules (with outcomes) that the learner attempted throughout his or her duration in the online system is sufficient to compensate for any self-selection in the taken learning paths. Formally, we represent learners in a feature space X such that Xij ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, where Xij = 1 if student i passed module j (lessons are always "passed"), Xij = 0 if student i has not completed module j, and Xij = −1 if student i failed module j. We use PCA to map X to a low-dimensional feature space where students are described by 1,000 features, which capture 80% of the variance in the original 14,327 features. A logistic regression model with L2 regularization is used to estimate the probability of a student following the recommended branch of a bubble, i.e. the propensity score, given the student features (the regularization constant is selected using cross-validation to maximize average log-likelihood on held-out students). Within each bubble, students who took their recommended branch are matched with their nearest neighbors (by absolute difference in propensity scores) from the group of students who did not take their recommended branch. Matching is done with replacement (so the same student can be selected as a nearest neighbor multiple times) to improve matching quality, trading off bias for variance. Multiple nearest neighbors can be matched (we examine the effect of varying k), trading off variance for bias. Sensitivity to noise in outcomes Results. Figure 15 shows the results of the experiment, showing by how much students gain by following the path recommended by our embedding. We use the same embedding configuration as in row 6 of Table 1 , which uses prerequisites and bias terms in a two-dimensional embedding model with lesson. Naturally, our evaluation metric of gain in the pass rate from following a recommended path would depend strongly on the relative merits of the recommended and alternative paths. We therefore plot the gain that the recommended path achieves in relation to the difference in path quality, as measured by the absolute difference in pass rates between the two paths. Figure 15 shows that the model generally able to recommend more successful paths, and this finding is robust to the choice of nearest neighbors k used during propensity matching. As expected, the effect of the system recommendation is larger when there is a significant difference between the quality of the two paths. Expected relative gain from recommended path d=2, with prereqs and bias no matching 3-NN matching 5-NN matching random Figure 15 : The x -axis represents a threshold on absolute difference between pass rates of the two bubble paths. Bubbles are filtered to meet the following criteria: at least ten students take each branch, each branch must contain at least two lessons, and both branches must contain the same number of lessons. The error bars represent standard error, and their xcoordinates are slightly perturbed so the error bars for different curves can be distinguished.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a general model that learns a representation of student knowledge and educational content that can be used for personalized instruction. The key idea lies in using a multi-dimensional embedding to capture the dynamics of learning and testing. Using a large-scale data set collected in real-world classrooms, we (1) demonstrate the ability of the model to successfully predict learning outcomes and (2) introduce an offline methodology as a proxy for assessing the ability of the model to recommend personalized learning paths. We show that our model is able to successfully discriminate between personalized learning paths that lead to mastery and failure.
An implementation of the Latent Skill Embedding and the IPython notebooks used to conduct experiments are available online at http://siddharth.io/lentil.
